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The Price of Earnings
Bottomline: Inflation peaking does not mean price increases are
vanishing. So far, earnings season has provided some noteworthy

insights into the dynamics of the US economy – Price over Volume

and the Covid Inventory Glut with Labor Hoarding on the

Side. These are not the earnings season narratives the FOMC wants to

see.

Price over Volume has been a consistent theme on earnings calls

for the past few quarters. And this season is beginning with more of

the same.

(Procter & Gamble earnings release)

PG raising prices – even by 10% from a year ago – is not shocking. But

the conference call had a couple nuggets that could easily be

overlooked.

(Procter & Gamble earnings call)



and

(Procter & Gamble earnings call)

PG is figuring out where the pricing elasticities are for its

products, and – so far – the normalized 3% volume decline is inline

with what it would expect on 10% pricing. And PG is not done

increasing its prices.

Price increases are slowing. But they are not done yet.

Then there is the narrative around inventories. The post-pandemic

overstocking is now being destocked, and that is being felt across

numerous sectors.

(Procter & Gamble earnings call)

and

…



(JB Hunt Transport Services earnings call)

While some retailers have missed wildly on their merchandising, there

is a broader issue of a Covid Inventory Glut. The reaction to
having too little on the shelves rapidly shifted to overordering.

How long will it take to resolve? JB Hunt points to Q2/Q3. And gives a

snippet of a silver lining to the CIG -

(JB Hunt Transport Services earnings call)

But it was United Airlines who had one of the more intriguing earnings

calls so far.

(United Airlines earnings call)

The United Airlines CEO said the quiet thing out loud – they are

hoarding labor. And – from the perspective of costs – it makes

business sense to do so. Less expensive to overstaff and get



passengers in their seats and planes in the air than to provide

accommodation / lose loyalty.

(United Airlines earnings call)

and

(United Airlines earnings call)

Booked revenues in February and March are 30-40% over pre-pandemic

levels, and the CEO is pointing out that air travel is “cheap”. Those

two comments are not a recipe for declining / moderating prices. [Not

to mention, it is difficult to argue with the Uber comment.]

(United Airlines earnings call)

When does everything go back to normal? “Never”. That seems to be
one of the more lucid comments by a CEO on an earnings call. Airlines

are admittedly their own beast, but the search for normality is

overblown.

So far, earnings season could be summed up as –



Price is still being pushed – even with a lingering inventory glut –

and it is cheaper to hoard labor than lose the revenues.

As always, comments are appreciated, feedback taken to heart, and

critiques welcomed. Any questions regarding the portfolio, happy to

answer 1-1.
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